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中 文 摘 要 ： 此研究計畫運用句法啟動涉及文法編碼的特性探究漢語母語者在產
出結果複合詞時，如何標其該詞之文法地位。結果指出，做為啟動
句的ＳＶＣＯ了，ＳＶＣＯ以及ＳＶＯＣ結構誘發出了小但顯著的
句法啟動現象，然而當ＳＶＯ單獨做為啟動句時，這樣的效果卻不
顯著。而在積累性的句法啟動的實驗中也發現了類似的結果。這樣
的結果似乎建議了漢語母語者將結果複合詞中的結果做為一個動詞
處理，因而產生了動詞增大啟動效果的結果。換句話說，上述的結
果初步地支持了漢語的結果複合詞的結構應為動詞而非另成詞組。

中文關鍵詞： 詞組地位、漢語、句法啟動、結果複合詞

英 文 摘 要 ： The current study employed structural priming among
Mandarin adults to investigate how they encode the part of
speech of resultative compounds in their production. In
other words, it attempted to see how they treat them as a
verb or a verb phrase. The results indicated that the
primes of SVCO-le, SVCO, and SOVC(all ps <.05) lead to
small but significant structural priming effects whereas
the remaining primes do not in both immediate and
cumulative structural priming. Of particular importance,
the prime of SVO did not lead to any structural priming
effect. A similar result was obtained in the cumulative
structural priming. When the priming effects of SVCO and
SVCO were compared to SVO, they were significantly greater,
suggesting that a C as a verb that led to boosting effect.
Thus, the results above provided us with a preliminary
evidence to lend support to the VC compound as a verb
rather than a phrase as it leads to greater structural
priming when the verb alone does not.

英文關鍵詞： constituent status, Mandarin, resultative compound,
structural priming,



In this project, I focused on inquiry on simple Chinese verb compound/phrase such as 

‘趕跑’、’洗好’ that have aroused a considerable amount of debate about the categorical 

status of them among Chinese linguists (Chao, 1968; Haung, Li,  Li, 2009; Li, 2005; 

Li & Thompson, 1981; Liu, Pan ,& Gu, 1996; Packard, 2000; Sybesma, 1999; Teng, 

1977). It is widely known that unlike English, Chinese lack apparent boundary for 

words and phrase so that it is hard to tell apart a concatenation of two words are in fact 

a compound word or a phrase. The simple Chinese verb compound/phrase has posed 

an interesting case for this issue as well. Of many proposals laid out above, I highlighted 

two of the most influential analyses which are also relevant to my theoretical 

underpinning for the current study. As we know, one of the major characteristics of 

simple verb compound/phrase is that it can be inserted in certain infixes such as 得、

不. As a result, ‘趕得跑’， ‘趕不跑’，’洗得好’,’洗不好’ are not uncommon in Chinese 

daily usage. Capitalizing on these features,  Sybesma (1999) argued that due to the 

alternation between the simple Chinese verb phrase and ‘得’ phrase, these type of 

construction should be considered as a phrase which is similar to English verb particle 

construction such as get away, turn off. He analyzed this sort of simple Chinese phrase 

as cluster resultative and the phrase involving ‘得’ is called a ‘得’ resultative (I skipped 

the syntactic analysis here for the simplicity because what matters to the proposal is the 

stats of the simple Chinese compound). On the other hand, Li (2005) argued against 

such an analysis because he pinpointed that many sets of simple Chinese compounds 

cannot alternate with ‘得’ such as ‘累得哭了兩天’ cannot alternate with ‘*累哭了兩

天’ or ‘抓緊了這隻狗’ that cannot alternate with ‘*抓得緊這隻狗’. Furthermore, he 

argued that binding evidence from anaphora coreference between ‘他們把丫鬟們趕得

跑回了各自的家。’ and ‘他們把丫鬟們趕回了各自的家。’ where 各自 in the 

former co-refers with ‘丫鬟’ but not‘他們’ while in the latter 各自 can co-refer with 

either ‘丫鬟’  or ‘他們’ indicated that there are two clauses in the former sentence 



whereas there is only one clause in the latter sentence. On the basis of this, Li (2005) 

argued that ‘趕跑’ and ‘趕得跑’ are two distinct structures while ‘趕得跑’ additionally 

introduced another clause but ‘趕跑’ is a single element within a clause. That is, ‘趕跑’ 

is a compound verb rather than a compound phrase. In short, the major debate that one 

needs to resolve is what is the constituent status of simple verb compound or verb 

phrase. In light of well-established evidence in structural priming literature, 

demonstration of these elements with structural priming can help us resolve the 

constituent status of these two options. As mentioned in my proposal (omitted here for 

space), verb repetition in structural priming paradigm can lead to lexical boost but the 

effect of this is transient while the phrasal status such as verb particle can be long-

lasting (Konopka & Bock, 2009). Following this line of thinking, we can predict that if 

‘趕跑’ is a verb compound, it can lead to lexical boost effect in structural priming but 

this effect is predicted to be short-lived or transient. On the other hand, if it is a verb 

phrase that is controlled by syntax, it should be long-lasting. One point to be noted, 

although I applied for two-year grant, I only got one year approved. I will briefly report 

the descriptive statistics about the study and use it to summarize the findings based on 

the statistics. For methodology, still please see my proposal.  

  This project conducted two experiments on adults regarding their status of structural 

priming across different primes. The results indicated several of the following findings.  

First, with regard to the effects of structural priming across different prime types, 

the results indicated that the primes of SVCO, SVCO 了, and S 把 OVC 了(all ps <.05) 

lead to small but significant structural priming effects whereas the remaining primes do 

not in both immediate and cumulative structural priming. Of particular importance, the 

prime of SVO 了 did not lead to any structural priming effect. 

Second, although we manipulated several target types such as SVO 了, SVCO, and 

SVCO 了，SVCO 了 as targets lead to the best priming effects while the other two 



types of prime did not. 

Third, although the effect in the cumulative structural priming condition is 

numerically large, it is not statistically significant than that in the regular structural 

priming condition. 

Fourth, when the priming effects of SVCO and SVCO 了 were compared to SVO

了, they were significantly greater.  

The results presented and described above provide us with a preliminary evidence 

to lend support to the VC compound as a verb rather than a phrase as it leads to greater 

structural priming when the verb alone does not. This effect does not even change in 

the cumulative structural priming.  

   The reason that I say preliminary and perhaps temporary that would be more 

appropriate as we know that cumulative structural priming might only be suggestive 

in duration as what Kidds (2010) has reported with the English passive in the 

subsequent blocks where significant cumulative structural priming effects diminished 

significantly to almost nonexistent. This may lead to the same situation as what we 

may found in Mandarin. To further investigate such a hypothesis, we need to conduct 

experiments that require longer delay between prime presentations and target 

descriptions, e.g., one-day delay and seven-day delay as Kaschak and colleagues 

(Kaschak, 2007; Kaschak, Loney, & Borreggine, 2006; Kaschak, Kutta, & Jones, 

2014) have reported. 

    In addition, literature regarding structural priming has also argued that the effects 

of structural priming were inversely related to the input specific statistics of the prime 

structure, formulated as surprisal effects. That said, although it may be the case that 

the verbal or phrasal status that leads to the effects found in the current study, it may 

be the surprisal effects that lead to such a difference. As a result, I am going to 

propose a three-year project regarding developmental effects on Mandarin native 



speakers from ages 4 and 5 and adults to disentangle such a concern.  

  P.s. since I got grants for only one year, I did not carry out the second year project 

on Mandarin L2ers. This implementation has already approved by National Taiwan 

Normal University IRB. Therefore, I have nothing to report about this population.  
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embedded in different types of ba-construction 
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Generalized logit mixed models were applied to analyze the 

binomial data. Participants and items were treated as random 

effects and structure (SVO vs BA) and morphological 

compositions/comp (LE vs VC vs VCLE) were treated as fixed 

effects. The dependent measure was the count of the ba-

construction. The results were reported below.

Fixed effects:

Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)    

(Intercept)  -1.5315     0.5182  -2.955 0.00312 ** 

structure    1.2352     0.2777   4.449 8. 64e-06 ***

comp             0.4880     0.1691 2.886 0.00390 ** 

structure:comp   0.7050     0.3358   2.099  0.03580 *

The contrast indicated that LE and VCLE lead to more ba-

construction production than LE while ba-construction is primed 

across the three types of morphological compositions.

Terms

Participants

42 five-year-olds (12 boys) were recruited from 14 

kindergartens in Taiwan. The participants’ ages ranged from 4 

years 6 months to five years six months with an average age 

of 70.75 months (SD = 5.26). All participants spoke Mandarin 

as their dominant language. 5 more children were tested but 

was not included because they did not produce a codable

target.

Procedure

The experimenter first administered practice trials to 

familiarize the children with the procedures. She described 

four animations using only one dative construction, either the 

prepositional dative or the double object dative consecutively, 

and then the children described their four animations 

consecutively as well. If the children showed any sign of 

hesitation or misunderstanding, the experimenter provided 

them with hints or instruction. After the familiarization trials, 

the experimenter described the ten animations using only one 

of the priming sentences, either the SVO construction or the 

ba-construction with the three types of morphological 

structures, namely ‘LE’, ‘VC’, and ‘VCLE’. The children were 

asked not to repeat what the experimenter said but to 

proceed to directly describing their own animation until the 

exhaustion of the list of target animations with no further input 

from the experimenter. Half of the children heard the SVO-

construction-only priming sentences, and the other half heard 

the ba-construction-only priming sentences.

Coding

If the prime sentence is the ba-construction and the target is 
also a ba-construction, it’s coded as 1, and if it is an SVO 

construction, it’s coded as 0. Others were coded as others.

Introduction & Hypothesis

Structural priming: Speakers tend to reuse the heard 

structure into subsequent production.

SVO-ba alternation in Mandarin: the SVO and ba-

construction participate in alternation in Mandarin like active-

passive alternation when they are both perfective and 

resultative.

Three types of morphological compositions that are 

compatible with the ba-construction: the Mandarin ba-

construction which allows its verb phrase to be comprised of 

verb plus le, verb plus complement, and verb plus complement 

and le, though depending on certain groups of verbs.

The inverse frequency effect: it is found that structural 

priming is greater in the less common structure of the two 

structures which participate in the alternation.

The prediction error of sentences: processing a sentence 

affects the processing difficulty associated with it.

The surprisal or a prime’s surprisal: it is defined as –log 

(morphological composition | ba-construction)

Methods & Materials

Jaeger and Snider(2013) have argued that structural priming occurs as a consequence of language users’ adaptation to achieve 

the goal of minimizing the expected prediction error for subsequent sentence processing. Therefore, they are sensitive to the

frequencies that are embedded in the encountered sentences. Studies in structural priming in adults seem to support such a view  

(see works cited within this paper). 

The current study first demonstrated that structural priming is a form of learning that is context sensitive in child language. 

Preschoolers as well as adults are able to accommodate input frequency to adjust their subsequent production. The surprisal

account rather than the inverse frequency account provides a better account for preschoolers’ demonstration of structural priming. 

Discussion

Hsu (2014) has found that Mandarin-speaking 5-year-olds 

adjusted their language production in terms of structural 

priming to accommodate frequencies differences embedded 

in the two construction types in the SVO-ba alternation 

because five-year-olds demonstrated greater stronger 

structural priming with the ba-construction that its SVO 

counterpart. Evidence like this was adduced to argue for 

children’s adult-like abstraction of syntax. However, few 

studies have investigated whether children are sensitive to 

the differing frequencies that are embedded within the ba-

construction as a prime sentence they encountered. If 

structural priming is a form of learning, it should be context 

dependent. 

The current study attempted to investigate whether the 3 

internal morphological compositions that are compatible with 

the ba-construction lead to different structural priming effects 

in magnitude. For example, na ‘take’ is allowed to use all the 

structures such as ta ba beizi nale (LE), ta ba belzi nazou

(VC), ta ba beizi nazoule (VCLE), all of whose translation is 

“He  took the cup away.”  On the basis of the corpus data 

from Taiwan Corpus of Child Mandarin, the surprisals for the 

3 structures are 1.3, 0.09, 0.96. If a larger surprisal leads to 

greater structural priming, LE and VCLE would lead to greater 

structural priming than VC in magnitude.

Results

Fig.  Proportions of BA production in the SVO- and BA-priming conditions 
across three complement compositions in the immediate presentation
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